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The Jordan Curve Theorem via Complex
Analysis
Dedicated to thememory of Raghavan Narasimhan

Gollakota V. V. Hemasundar and R. R. Simha

Abstract. _e aim of this article is to give a proof of the JordanCurve_eorem via complex analysis.

1 Introduction

1.1 Let K be a compact subset of R2 = C. Fix a point bk in each bounded connected
component Bk of C ∖ K (the indexing set B for the k is at the most countable). Our
focus will be on the following assertion:
Every continuous function u∶K → C∗ = C ∖ {0} can be written in the form

(1.1) u(z) = e(α)(z)∏
k∈B

(z − bk)mk ,

where α∶K → C is a continuous function, e(α) = e2πiα and the mk are integers,
non-zero for only ûnitely many k and uniquely determined by u.

We have introduced this assertion because it does not involve any new deûnitions,
and a function theoretic proof suggests itself immediately. However, (1.1) can be for-
mulated in several ways using standard deûnitions from Algebraic Topology. We do
this in Section 1.5 and give the corollaries (which include the JordanCurve_eorem).
_e function theoretic proof is given in Section 2. In Section 3, wemake a digression
to prove that thewinding number of a Jordan curve around a point in its interior is±1;
our proof uses the JordanCurve_eorem. Finally, in Section 4,we give an elementary
proof of (1.1).

Our exposition owes a great deal to Hurewicz andWallman’s beautiful book [2].

1.2 Wemake essential use of the following properties of the exponential covering.
Let e∶C→ C∗ be themap sending z to e2πiz . Let X be any topological space and let

f ∶X×I → C∗ be a continuousmap; then given a li� l( f0)∶X×{0}→ C of f0 = f ∣X×{0}
(i.e., e(l( f0)) = f0), there exists a unique li� l( f ) of f extending f0. _is is called the
homotopic li�ing property of the exponential covering.

_e special case X = singleton is the “unique path li�ing property” of e (log can
be analytically continued along any path in C∗). If γ∶ I → C∗ is a closed path, then
l(γ(1)) − l(γ(0)) ∈ Z is the winding number of γ around 0.
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1.3 A map f ∶X → C∗ has a li� l( f )∶X → C if and only if it is homotopic to a constant.
_is follows from Section 1.2, since C is contractible.

1.4 For any topological space X, we denote by C(X) the set of all continuous functions
from X → C, and by C∗(X) the subset ofmaps X → C∗ .

1.5 Let e∶C(X) → C∗(X) send f to e2πi f . _en the image e(C(X)) is a subgroup of the
multiplicative group C∗(X). By Section 1.3, it consists precisely of the f ∈ C∗(X) that
are homotopic to a constant.

Deûnition 1.1 π1(X) = C∗(X)/e(C(X)).

Remark 1.2 π1(X) is a torsion free abelian group and X ↝ π1(X) is a (contra-
variant) functor. It is probably themost easily deûned algebraic-topological invariant
of a topological space.

_e assertion (1.1) is clearly equivalent to the following theorem.

_eorem 1.3 If K ⊂ C is compact, then π1(K) is a free abelian group with the
(z − bk), k ∈ B as basis. In particular the cardinality of B, i.e., the “number” of con-
nected components of C ∖ K, is a topological invariant of K.

In fact, π1(K) is an invariant of the homotopy type of K. _is has the following
corollaries.

Corollary 1.4 (Jordan Curve_eorem) π1(S1) ≅ Z. If γ ⊂ C is a Jordan Curve (i.e.,
γ is homeomorphic to S1 ), thenC∖ γ has precisely one bounded connected component.

Corollary 1.5 If γ ⊂ C in a Jordan arc (i.e., γ is homeomorphic to the unit interval in
R), then C ∖ γ is connected.

Proof _is is clear. Indeed C ∖ K is connected if K is contractible. In fact, C ∖ K is
connected if and only if every map K → C∗ is homotopic to a constant.

For completeness, we state the following corollary.

Corollary 1.6 If γ is a Jordan curve, then γ is the precise boundary of each of the two
connected components of C ∖ γ.

Proof _is is a standard and easy consequence of Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5.

Remark 1.7 For most spaces there is a natural isomorphism π1(X) → H1(X ,Z),
the later being the ûrst cohomology group of the constant sheaf Z on X. Indeed, it
follows from the exponential exact sequence of sheaves that π1(X) is always naturally
isomorphic to the kernel of the natural map H1(X ,Z)→ H1(X ,CX), where CX is the
sheaf of germs of continuous complex-valued functions on X.
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1.6 If U is an open set in C, then H1(U ,OU) = 0 (where O(U) is the sheaf of germs of
holomorphic functions on U); hence, the holomorphic exponential exact sequence
shows that

π1(U) ≈ H1(U ,Z) ≈ O∗(U)/e(O(U)).

It follows easily that every u ∈ C∗(K) is represented in π1(K) by a holomorphic func-
tion in a neighbourhood of K (see Section 2.2). _is is “half ” of the complex analytic
proof of (1.1).

2 Complex Analytic Proof of (1.1)

2.1 Before beginning the proofs,wemake a remark thatwill be used in the sequelwithout
explicit mention.

Remark 2.1 Let f ∈ C∗(K), and let δ be theminimumof ∣ f ∣ onK. _en, if g ∈ C(K)
and ∣ f − g∣ < δ on K, it follows that g ∈ C∗(K) and that g/ f is an exponential; in
particular, f and g are homotopic in C∗(K). _is is because we have ∣g/ f − 1∣ < 1, so
that the logarithmic series can be used.

2.2 _e right-hand side of (1.1) is reminiscent of Runge’s Approximation _eorem, and
(1.1) in fact follows from the easy part of Runge’s theorem if u is the restriction to K
of a holomorphic function v in a neighbourhood of K. Indeed, a rough version of the
Cauchy’s Integral Formula shows that, given є > 0, there exists a rational function

R(z) =
n

∑
k=1

ck
z − ak

, ak ∉ K

such that ∣R(z) − v(z)∣ < є on K (see Shastri [3, Lemma 8.6.1, p. 235], or Stein [5,
_eorem 5.7, p. 61]). For variety, see Stein [5, Appendix B] for a proof of the Jordan
Curve_eorem in the diòerentiable case.

If є is small enough, the zeros of R(z) will be outside K. To obtain (1.1) we now
only have to observe that, for any p ∈ C ∖ K, (z − p)∣K is homotopic to (z − bk)∣K on
K if p ∈ Bk , and (z − p)∣K is an exponential on K if p is in the unbounded component
of C ∖ K. It remains to show that every u ∈ C∗(K) is homotopic to (the restriction
to K of ) a holomorphic function v in a neighbourhood of K (see Section 1.6). By the
Weierstrass approximation u can be approximated on K by C∞ functions, hence we
can assume up to homotopy that u is C∞ in a neighbourhood of K, and we need to
ûnd a C∞λ in a neighbourhood of K such that eλu is holomorphic, i.e.,

eλ ∂λ
∂z

u + eλ ∂u
∂z

= 0 i.e., ∂λ
∂z

= − 1
u

∂u
∂z

.

_is equation can be solved for λ in a neighbourhood of K by an integral formula (see
Hörmander [1]), hence (1.1) is proved, except for uniqueness.
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2.3 Uniqueness

For the uniqueness, we need to prove that if u ≡ 1 in (1.1), then mk = 0 for all k. So
suppose m1 /= 0. _en (1.1) can be written as

(z − b1)m1 = e(−α)∏
k/=1

(z − bk)−mk

on K, hence on ∂B1 ⊂ K. But the right-hand side clearly extends from ∂B1 into B1
without zeros, and it is easy to see (in many ways) that this is impossible.

3 Winding Numbers

In this section we prove that the winding number wγ(0) of a Jordan curve in C∗

around 0 is ±1 if 0 is in the bounded component of C ∖ γ.

Lemma 3.1 Suppose wγ(0) = 0. _en 0 is in the unbounded component C ∖ γ.

Proof We think of γ as a closed curve. Let e∶C → C∗ be the exponential covering.
γ∶ I → C∗ with γ(t1) = γ(t2) if and only if ∣t1 − t2∣ = 1. If wγ(0) = 0, any li� l(γ) of γ
for e is also a closed curve l(γ)(1) = l(γ)(0), and of course it is a Jordan curve. Let B̃
be the bounded component ofC∖ l(γ). _en B = e(B̃) is a bounded connected open
set inC∗ (it is contained in the compact set e(B∪ l(γ))with boundary ⊂ e(l(γ)) = γ,
hence a component ofC∖γ. Hence B is the bounded connected component ofC∖γ.
But 0 ∉ B, so the lemma is proved.

_eorem 3.2 Let γ be a Jordan curve in C∗ and suppose 0 belongs to the bounded
component of C ∖ γ. _en ∣wγ(0)∣ = 1.

Proof We need only prove ∣wγ(0)∣ < 2. If not, suppose ∣wγ(0)∣ ≥ 2, say. We can
assume ∣γ(t)∣ ≤ 1 for all t ∈ I and γ(0) = γ(1) = 1. _en the li� l(γ) of γ for e starting
at 0 is a Jordan arc in the upper-half plane from 0 towγ(0) ≥ 2. Hence, its translate by
1, l(γ)+1, is a Jordan arc in the upper half plane, from 1 towγ(0)+1, and disjoint from
l(γ). But this is impossible. For example, if we complete l(γ) to a Jordan curve C by
adding the dotted line segments in the lower half plane as in Figure 1, then l(γ) + 1
and C are disjoint, but 1 and wγ(0) + 1 are in diòerent components of C ∖ C.

4 Elementary Proof of (1.1)

Lemma 4.1 (1.1) is true for K = S1.

Proof ForK = S1, theWeierstrass (Trigonometric) PolynomialApproximation_e-
orem shows immediately that any f ∈ C(S1) is approximable on S1 by rational func-
tions of the form P(z)/zm , P(z) ∈ C[z]. _e rest of the proof is as in Subsection 2.2.
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Figure 1

Lemma 4.2 Let K ⊂ C be compact and let D be a closed disc containing K in its
interior. Let u ∈ C∗(K). _en for any є > 0 there exists f ∈ C(D) such that
(i) ∣ f − u∣ < є on K and
(ii) f has only ûnitely many zeros in D, all contained in D ∖ K.

Proof Let ∆ be a triangle such that D ⊂ interior of ∆. Let G ∈ C(∆), with G∣K = u
and G∣∂D ≡ 1. _en ∆ can be subdivided into triangles Ti such that the oscillation of
G on each Ti is less than η say, η > 0, to be chosen. Let (e j) be an enumeration of
the vertices of all the Ti and let f j ∈ C be such that ∣G(e j) − f j ∣ < η for each j, and
no three f j are collinear. Let F∶∆ → C be the function with F(e j) = f j for all j and
F aõne linear on each Ti . _en for η suõciently small, F∣D clearly has the desired
properties.

4.1 End of Elementary Proof (1.1)

Given u ∈ C∗(K), ûnd f ∈ C(D) as in Lemma 4.2. Let (Dk) ⊂ D be discs with
the zeros ck of f as centres such that the Dk are disjoint and disjoint from K. If є in
Lemma 4.2 is small, f ∣K is homotopic to u on K, hence it is enough to prove (1.1) for
f on D ∖ ∪Dk .
By Lemma 4.1, f ∣∂D1 = eλ1(z − c1)m1 , λ1 ∈ C(∂D1). _us, f (z − c1)−m1 = f1 can

be extended into D1 without zeros (extended λ1). Repeating the process with f1 on
∂D2 and so on, we see that f ∏i(z − c i)−m i extends to D without zeros, hence is an
exponential. Finally, if c i is in the unbounded component of C ∖ K, then (z − c i) is
an exponential on K and, if c i is contained in some bounded component of C ∖ K,
then D i is contained in Bk , and we can move the c i up to homotopy on K to the bk
and (1.1) is proved.

Remark 4.3 _e fact that the number of bounded connected components of X =
R2 ∖ K is the rank of the group H1(X ,Z), and is hence in particular a topological
invariant of K, is a very special case of the classical Alexander Duality _eorem (see
E. H. Spanier [4, Chapt. 6, §2,_rm. 16], the special case n = 2 and q = 0).
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